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We use simulations to investigate constitutive relations in dry granular flow. Our system is comprised of
polydisperse sets of spherical grains falling down a vertical chute under the influence of gravity. Three phases
or states of granular matter are observed: a free-fall dilute granular gas region at the top of the chute, a granular
fluid in the middle and then a glassy region at the bottom. We examine a complete closed set of constitutive
relations capable of describing the local stresses, heat flow, and dissipation in the different regions. While the
pressure can be reasonably described by hard sphere gas models, the transport coefficients cannot. Transport
coefficients such as viscosity and heat conductivity increase with decreasing temperature in the fluid and glassy
phases. The glass exhibits signs of a finite yield stress and we show that the static sand pile is a limit of our
glassy state.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The attempt to accurately describe stresses in granular
matter has a long history. The problem is difficult due to the
energy dissipation in the system that makes it hard for granu-
lar systems to achieve a true thermodynamic equilibrium.
This makes the application of normal equilibrium statistical
mechanics techniques problematic. Bagnold’s early work �1�
on sheared granular suspensions identified three different re-
gimes of flow behavior, the macroviscous dominated by the
interstitial fluid, the transitional, and the grain inertia regime
where the effects of the interstitial fluid are negligible �simi-
lar to dry cohesionless granular materials�. Savage and col-
laborators �2–5� worked to derive relationships based on a
kinetic theory approach and describe things in terms of a
dimensionless parameter R which is the ratio of mean shear
characteristic velocity to the rms velocity �velocity fluctua-
tions�. Durian and Menon �6� measured a closely related
quantity in a dry granular flow in a chute and found that the
velocity fluctuations were proportional to the mean flow ve-
locity to the 2/3 power �i.e. �v�v2/3� suggesting that
R=v /�v may not be a natural parameter for granular flows
�7� as it is not likely to be a constant for any particular flow.
Simulations indicate that even the �v�v2/3 is not true locally
but is more a statement about global stress/energy balances
�i.e., true only when suitably averaged over quite heteroge-
neous regions� �8�. This suggests a need to get measurements
of stresses, strains, and other transport phenomena on a local
level and relate them to the microscopic dynamics, some-
thing that is ideally suited to simulation studies.

The study of stresses and forces in static granular system
has also been studied extensively. Force chain models �9�
demonstrated the wide distribution of forces in granular
packs. The consideration of the effects of directed force
propagation suggests various constraints that can be placed
on the stress tensor in granular packs �10–14�. Edwards and
collaborators attempted to consolidate these ideas on a sta-
tistical mechanics based on an averaging over ensembles of
mechanically stable packings �15,16�. This, however, is
predicated on the assumption that the distribution of me-
chanically stable packings of spheres is relatively flat �i.e.,

that all mechanically stable packings are equally likely to
occur�. There are suggestions that this might not be the case
�17�. It is therefore desirable to generate configurations in a
physically meaningful way implying a coupling between the
dynamics responsible for creating static states �i.e., before it
became static� and the static model itself is required. Thus
simulations of granular dynamics with a well defined static
limit are desirable.

Phenomenological Coulomb-like friction relations, relat-
ing the shear stress to be directly proportional to the local
pressure with constant of proportionality a friction coeffi-
cient �, have been shown to be reasonably successful in de-
scribing shear flows of dense granular media in a few differ-
ent geometries �18–21�. These works have attempted, with
reasonable success, to parameterize the measured friction co-
efficients in terms of an “inertial number” RI closely related
to the number suggested by Savage, but with the velocity
fluctuations replaced by �P /�i, with P the pressure and �i the
mass density of a grain. This is essentially a recognition that
the pressure in dense granular flow may be dominated by
collision effects rather than velocity fluctuations. In a simple
shear flow, RI= �̇a /�P /�i with �̇ the shear rate, and RI is a
constant in steady-state simple shear. However, in chute flow
RI can vary by several orders of magnitude over short dis-
tances and it is not obvious that relations observed to hold in
simple shear will transfer well to this geometry. Also, as yet
there is not a clear relation between this phenomenological
description and the microscopic dynamics.

Apart from adopting specific models, if we concentrate on
the basic physics of momentum conservation, mass conser-
vation and energy conservation, this does not provide us with
enough equations to fully solve for local density, velocities,
and temperature. In order to solve for these quantities, the
stress tensor and heat flux need to be expressed in terms of
these local variables in order to “close” the equations �i.e.,
have the same number of equations and unknowns�. This
prompts us to studying various constitutive relations to pro-
vide these necessary additional constraints. With this aim in
mind, we have performed simulations of gravity driven
dense granular flow in three dimensions to compare and test
constitutive pressure, stress and energy relations of granular
matter.
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The binary, hard sphere collision model used for our
simulations is similar to that used in �8,22�, but for illustra-
tive purposes a typical snapshot from one of our simulations
is shown in Fig. 1�a�. We will reiterate a brief description of
our model in the next paragraphs but for more details one
can refer to Refs. �8,22�.

In our simulation, frictionless, rigid spherical grains are
dropped in from the top of a rectangular chute and fall under
the influence of gravity. There are flat walls at the left and
right �x direction� of the chute and periodic boundary condi-
tions at the front and back �z direction�. At the bottom of the
chute �y=0�, grains are reflected with a probability p �typi-
cally p=90%�. Particles transmitted through the bottom are
replaced at the top of the chute in order to maintain steady-
state. Particles reflect off the walls of the chute with a partial
loss, typically 10% in their vertical �y� velocity. This is es-
sential as experiments show �23,24� that much of the column
weight is supported by the walls.

Particles in our simulation undergo binary collisions
where their momenta are transferred along the line joining
their centers. Specifically, the velocities after collision ṙ1� and
ṙ2� in terms of the velocities before collision, ṙ1 and ṙ2, are

�ṙ1�

ṙ2�
� = �ṙ1

ṙ2
� +

�1 + ��
�m1 + m2��− m2 m2

m1 − m1
��ṙ1 · q

ṙ2 · q
�q , �1�

where q= �r2−r1� / 	r2−r1	, and � is the coefficient of resti-
tution. Such collision models of granular flow have a long
history �5,3�. � is a velocity-dependent restitution coefficient
described by the phenomenological relation �25,26�,

��vn� = 
1 − �1 − �0��vn/v0�0.7 ,vn � v0

�0 ,vn � v0.
� �2�

Here vn is the component of relative velocity along the line
joining the grain centers, �0 is the asymptotic coefficient at
large velocities, and v0=�2ga �27�. Equation �2� effectively
makes the ball collisions become more elastic as the colli-
sions become weaker as observed experimentally �28,29�.
One could adjust v0 and the exponent in this relation to fit a
specific material, but the qualitative results should be inde-
pendent of v0 as long as it is not too large. Scaled units are
given in footnote �30�.

In previous work �8,22� we examined both mono- and
polydisperse mixtures of spheres. Here we simulate only sys-
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FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Section of a simulation involving 43 200 grains with 15% polydispersity. The system size is
32a�32a�400a. There are reflective walls at x=0 and x=Lx, periodic boundary conditions in the z direction, and a finite probability of
reflection at the bottom of the chute �at y=0� with an asymptotic coefficient of restitution �0=0.97. Time-averaged density �volume fraction�
in �b� and y− velocity in �c� down the center of a 3D chute. The short dashed lines are analytic calculations of density and vy in the free-fall
region �described in text�. �d� The total kinetic energy E= 1

2�v2+ 3
2�T and �e� stress tensor components 	xx �solid line�, 	yy �dashed line� and

	zz �dotted line�. The measurements for plots �b�, �c�, �d�, and �e� were taken down the center of the chute. Units are described in footnote
�30�. For the color online version, the balls in the 3D visualization are colored according to the magnitude of vertical y velocity with the red
balls being the fastest and the blue balls the slowest.
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tems with 15% polydisperse particles. In this context, a poly-
dispersity of 15% means that the standard deviation of a
particle radius is 0.15 if the mean is 1 using a Gaussian
distribution of radii. Polydisperse particles achieve a truly
glassy state, and here we are interested in testing and com-
paring constitutive relations in the glassy state, in addition to
the free-fall and fluid states. Monodisperse or nearly mono-
disperse particles experiencing shear often increase in order
and crystallize �8,22,31�, and it is beyond the scope of this
paper to examine the approach to the crystallized state in
detail, although we did touch upon such details in previous
work �8,22�.

A typical steady-state configuration of our simulation is
shown in Fig. 1�a�. The steady-state density �plotted as a
volume fraction�, velocity, energy, and diagonal stresses
from our simulation for this typical configuration were mea-
sured all down the center of the channel and are plotted in
Figs. 1�b�–1�e�, respectively. The orientation of the x, y, and
z axes is shown at the bottom of the visualization in Fig.
1�a�.

As indicated by the labels and vertical dashed lines in
Figs. 1�b�–1�e�, there are three regions, which we label as a
glassy region, a fluid region and a free-fall region. These
labels were justified in our previous work �8,22�. In the free-
fall region the grains accelerate at 1g and collisions do not
have a significant impact on their kinetics �8,22�. In the liq-
uid region the density is sufficiently high that collisions mix
the grains, but the distribution of collision times are expo-
nential, meaning that collisions are largely independent. In
the glass region, the collision time distribution is a power-
law and thus collisions are not independent and as a result
there are collisions at a wide range of time scales �22�.

It is important to note that the relative sizes of the glassy,
fluid and free-fall regions vary depending on the coefficient
of restitution used. As expected, the lowest asymptotic coef-
ficient of restitution of 0.9 resulted in the smallest fluid re-
gion, an intermediate asymptotic coefficient of restitution of
0.95 resulted in a larger fluid region, and the largest
asymptotic coefficient of restitution of 0.99 resulted in the
largest fluid region for the same sized column. The existence
of transition regions between the free-fall, fluid, and glassy
states was demonstrated in previous work �8�. The transition
region between the free-fall region and the fluid region is
indicated by the vertical gray shaded stripe in Figs.
1�b�–1�e�. Unless noted, the results shown in this paper use
an asymptotic coefficient of restitution of 0.97 so we can
study one of the wider transition regions. A wider fluid re-
gion clearly shows a kink in the free-fall to fluid transition
region in the data profiles as shown in Figs. 1�b�–1�e�. It is
interesting to note that the kink at this transition in the den-
sity and velocity profiles lines up with the peak in the kinetic
energy and inflection point in the stress profiles as shown in
Figs. 1�d� and 1�e�. This peak marks the boundary between
the fluid region and the free-fall to fluid transition region.

II. CONTINUUM EQUATIONS

Our simulation evolves over discrete binary collisions. In
our simulation, we average various physical properties based

on these discrete events over time and space. We resolve our
32a�32a�400a chute over a fine volume grid composed of
1a�1a�1a cubes. This resolution was chosen to scale with
the size of the particles of mean radii a=1. This allows us to
map our discrete system onto a time-averaged continuum set
of fields. We will now begin by describing the continuum
equations describing the average density, ��, velocity �v�,
and energy �E that we would expect our system to map
onto. To simplify the notation, even though the measured
properties in our simulation are quantities averaged in time
and over the translational invariant z direction, we omit the
angled brackets � ·  in the conservation equations that follow.
Typical averaging times are 600 to 1000 time units after 200
time units of equilibration. The equilibration time of 200
time units is equivalent to the typical lifetime of a particle in
the chute for the slower moving systems �i.e., the time from
when it enters at the top to falls out the bottom�.

A. Conservation equations

In this section, we will describe the continuum equations
of conservation of mass, momentum, and energy that we will
attempt to map our simulation results onto. We will describe
how the physical terms in these equations can be measured
directly from our simulation.

The continuity equation for mass gives us one equation

��

�t
+ � · ��v� = 0. �3�

Momentum conservation requires that

�t��v
� + ����v
v�� = ��	
� + �g
, �4�

where 	
� is the stress tensor, and all v
 and v� refer to first
moments of the velocity distribution. This gives us three
Navier-Stokes equations.

The time-averaged stress tensor can be directly measured
in our simulation using the microscopic form of the three-
dimensional �3D� stress tensor �32�,

	
� = 	
�
kinetic + 	
�

collision, �5a�

=− ���v
 − �v
��v� − �v�� +
1

t
�

collisions

−
1

2
�1 + ���ṙ1 − ṙ2� · q̂�q̂ · ê
��q̂ · ê�� . �5b�

The 1
2 accounts for the double counting of collisions in the

sum �we count the transfer from particle 1 to 2 and the trans-
fer from 2 to 1�.

Our fifth equation is an equation describing the energy
conservation in our system

�t�E� + �
�v
E + F
� = I + �g · v �6�

The �kinetic� energy is

E =
1

2
�v2 +

3

2
�T . �7�

Note that v2= �v2 in the first term and
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T =
1

3
�v2 = ��vx

2 + ��vy − �vy�2 + �vz
2�/3 �8�

is the granular temperature. The energy, E, from our simula-
tion is plotted in Fig. 1�d�. F is the nonconvective energy
flux and 
 refers to the x, y, or z component.

An important component of the nonconvective energy
flux F, is the collision energy flux, Fc. Part of the energy flux
is related to the coherent transfer of momentum, that is, the
work done by the stress tensor and the other part is the heat
flux. We can measure the energy transferred between grains
in a collision using Eq. �1� �32� to get

�Fc =
1 + �

m1 + m2
�m1�ṙ1 · q�2 − m2�ṙ2 · q�2�q . �9�

Averaging over time gives the collision energy flux as

Fc =
1

t
�

collisions

�Fc. �10�

Similarly, we can easily use Eq. �1� to calculate the dissi-
pation, I from the kinetic energy lost in each collision,

�I = −
1 − �2

2�m1 + m2�
�m1ṙ1 · q − m2ṙ2 · q�2. �11�

If we average �I over the collisions that occur in a small cell
�1�1�Lz� of our simulation, and if we also average �I per
unit time �effectively multiplying by the collision frequency
fc�, we arrive at the average dissipation rate I which is the
remaining term in Eq. �6�.

Equations �3�, �4�, and �6� give us five equations �in the
static limit�, but there are six unknown stress values, namely,
the diagonal stresses 	xx, 	yy, 	zz, and using the fact that the
stress tensor is symmetric, we have the shear stresses
	xy =	yx, 	xz=	zx and 	yz=	zy. We need six constitutive
equations to solve for these six unknown stress values. Simi-
larly, all the terms in Eq. �6� can be measured directly from a
simulation, however they cannot be predicted ahead of time
without relating the F and I to the density, velocities, or
energy by means of two additional constitutive relations. The
dissipation and heat flux will be examined in more detail in
Sec. II G.

B. Stress and energy balance

In the previous section we described the conservation
equations that are applicable to our system. In the upcoming
sections we will examine these conservation equations in
detail applying them to the different regions of our simula-
tion. In this section we will examine the balance of stress and
energy in the fluid, glass and free-fall regions.

First examine Eq. �4� in the liquid and glassy regions. The
stress tensor cannot be ignored in these regions, even as a
first approximation. If we assume in Eq. �4�, that the time
derivative is zero as we are in steady state, and if we assume
that the kinetic terms, ����v
v�� are negligible �as is ob-
served by the low acceleration values in the glassy and in
part of the fluid region in Fig. 2�c� in Ref. �8� and in Fig. 1�d�
in Ref. �22��, we arrive at

�x	yx + �y	yy = − �gy , �12�

where gy =−g�0 in this orientation.
Figures 2�a� and 2�b� show the balance of the weight, −�g

and stress gradients �x	yx+�y	yy in the fluid and glassy re-
gions, respectively. There are very significant differences be-
tween how these terms are balanced in the liquid and glassy
regions. We find that the pressure gradient �y	yy is the domi-
nant term supporting the weight in the fluid region. This is
consistent with what one would expect in a simple fluid
where the pressure would be a function of depth,
P=�gy+constant. In contrast, in the glassy region we find
that the gradient in the shear stress, �x	yx is the dominant
term supporting the weight. Here, as in �22�, we can con-
clude that in the glassy region the system supports a finite
shear stress and this region behaves like a solid in this sense.

Now that we have looked at the stress balance in the fluid
and glassy regions, we examine the balance in the free-fall
region. Taking the y component of the Navier-Stokes equa-
tion �4�, we have

�y��vy
2� = �y	yy + �gy , �13�

where gy =−g�0 in this orientation. Figure 2�c� shows the
balance of the weight, �g and stress gradients
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Plot of force densities �y	yy �dot-dashed
line�, �x	yx �long dashed line�, �x	yx+�y	yy �short dashed line� and
the weight −�gy �solid line� in �a� the fluid region and �b� the glassy
region versus the width x for a 400-height column using an
asymptotic coefficient of restitution �0 of 0.97 and probability of
reflection p=90%. �c� Plot of force densities �y	yy �dot-dashed
line�, −�y�vy

2 �long dashed line�, ��x	yy −�y�vy
2 �short dashed line�

and the weight −�gy �solid line� in the free-fall region. Units are
described in footnote �30�.
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�y	yy −�y��vy
2�. In the free-fall region the pressure gradient,

�y	yy �0, and the kinetic term, −�y��vy
2�, contributes solely

to balance the weight, �g.
Finally, we explore the energy balance Eq. �6� in all three

regions. We can assume that the time partial derivatives are
negligible since we are in steady state and that the deriva-
tives in the periodic z direction are also negligible. Note that
the only significant energy fluxes are in the x and y directions
and �vx

2��vy
2��vz

2 and thus we can say that T��vy
2 �the

isotropic assumption is not strictly correct but is a reasonable
first approximation in the bulk regions �8��. Using these as-
sumptions together with Eq. �6�, we finally arrive at the en-
ergy equation

� · F = I + �gvy , �14�

where we have used the following relation to separate the
kinetic and collision energy flux �4�:

F = Fc −
1

2
���v
 − �v
��v� − �v��v�. �15�

The left and right sides of Eq. �14�, as directly measured
from our simulation, are plotted in Fig. 3. The clear agree-
ment in the free-fall, fluid, and glass regions shows that all
the assumptions made to this point are reasonable.

Thus we see that particularly the stress balance distin-
guishes the different states of the system but in order to
actually solve the conservation equations we need to relate
the measured stress, dissipation, and energy flux to the den-
sity, velocities, and granular temperature. This is the focus of
the rest of the paper.

C. Pressure

In our discussion of stress balance in the previous section,
we demonstrated the role of the pressure gradient in balanc-
ing the weight, particularly in the fluid and somewhat less
importantly in the glass. In this section, we will examine
several equations of state for pressure for the glassy and fluid
regions of our system. In a simple fluid the pressure is nor-
mally defined as

P = −
1

3
Tr��� , �16�

and the diagonal stresses 	

=−P. However, as is already
clear from Fig. 1�e� the diagonal stresses are not equal ev-
erywhere, so we will examine the pressure tensor diagonal
components as

P

 = − 	

. �17�

As jamming is approached, Salsburg and Wood �33� used
a free volume approximation to suggest that the pressure in a
classical �conservative� hard sphere system approaches

P = ��T��1 − �/c�1/D�−1, �18�

They also gave an asymptotic approximation �as →c� of
Eq. �18� as

P = D��T��1 − /c�−1. �19�

In Eqs. �18� and �19� D is the dimension and  is a volume
packing fraction
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FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� The components of the energy equa-
tion from Eq. �14� in the free-fall region. The solid line is the left
side of the equation, � ·F, and the dashed line is the right side of the
equation, I+�gvy. Units are described in footnote �30�.
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dotted �middle� line�, and Eq. �23� �orange dot-dashed �top� curve�.
c is the observed close-packed density in the glassy region and
�v


2 = ��v
− �v
�2. �b� Inverse of data in �a�. In both plots closed
symbols indicate the glassy region and open symbols the fluid re-
gions. The data are for a 32�32�400 simulation with an
asymptotic coefficient of restitution �0=0.97 and a probability of
reflection at the bottom of the chute p=0.9. The red curve through
the data are described in the text.
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4

3
��a3

�

m
, �20�

where m is a mean grain mass, and c is a random close-
packed density �the mean of the cube of the radius is used
here rather than the mean radius cubed�. For monodisperse
spheres, c is known to be �0.64. As our spheres are poly-
disperse c is unknown and must be fit. Typically it is
slightly higher than the monodisperse case at 0.65. Normally
these expressions involve Boltzmann’s constant and the ab-
solute temperature, which is not relevant for dissipative
granular materials so we follow standard convention and re-
place kBT with the granular temperature in Eq. �8�, some-
thing that would be entirely equivalent in a conservative hard
sphere system. Also, the true form of Eq. �19� has an addi-
tional constant of order 1, but literature usually quotes this
equation suppressing the constant.

As can be seen in Fig. 4 both Eqs. �18� and �19� do well
as the close-packed density is approached in the glassy re-
gion, but they give higher pressures than what we observed
in our simulation at lower densities in the fluid regions. As
expected, the asymptotic approximation Eq. �19� is worse in
the fluid region than the true free-volume expression Equa-
tion �18�, although both disagree with our simulation data in
the fluid region. Similar effects are found in simulations of
elastic hard sphere packings �34�.

At low densities, a more appropriate approach to studying
the equation of state of a hard sphere fluid is to use a virial
expansion,

P

�T
= 1 + B2 + B32 + . . . , �21�

where again  is the volume packing fraction proportional to
density and Bi are the virial coefficients. For hard spheres,
the Carnahan-Starling �35� equation of state for a hard sphere
fluid uses a rescaled virial series solution of the Percus-
Yevick equation �36� for hard spheres which is an approxi-
mate integral equation for determining the radial distribution
function of a fluid. It uses the rescaled virial series

P

�T
=

1 + c2 + c32 + . . .

�1 − �3 , �22�

where ci are related to the virial coefficients Bi. The
Carnahan-Starling �35� equation of state is written as

P

�T
=

�1 +  + 2 − 3�
�1 − �3 . �23�

Both the Carnahan-Starling equation, Eq. �23�, as well as the
virial expansion to 12 coefficients, as derived in �37,38�, are
shown in Figure 4 �dash-dotted lines, indistinguishable from
each other except at high densities in Fig. 4�b�� and agree
well with our data in the lower density fluid region. In the
literature, there are several other equations of state that are
proposed as solutions to the Percus-Yevick equation which

are slightly more accurate than the Carnahan-Starling equa-
tion. Examples of these include the Kolafa equation �39� and
the Malijevsky and Veverka equation of state �40�. The
Malijevsky and Veverka equation, for instance, uses a com-
bination of the analytical solution of the Percus-Yevick equa-
tion and a Pade approximation of the rescaled virial series
using the first seven virial coefficients to improve the con-
vergence of the virial expansion. When we plotted the Kolafa
and Malijevsky and Veverka equations of state we found that
these solutions were very close to the Carnahan-Starling
equation of state and gave no significant improvement in
agreement with our data.

The close agreement between the virial/Carnahan-Starling
result and our data is surprising. These theoretical results are
based on the assumption that the grains are in a thermal
equilibrium which would be characterized by a Gaussian dis-
tribution of velocities. In contrast to a conservative hard
sphere fluid, a dissipative granular fluid does not form a
Gaussian velocity distribution. Experiments �41,42�, theory
�43–45�, and simulations �8� have shown that in a granular
fluid, the distribution of velocity fluctuations is not Gaussian.
At low vx, the vx distribution fits a Gaussian but has stretched
exponential tails. These tails gradually fill the whole distri-
bution such that the entire distribution can be well fit with a
1.5 power law instead of the power-law exponent of 2 that
would be expected for a Gaussian velocity distribution �8�.
The lack of normal thermal equilibration is also particularly
evident in the free-fall to fluid transition area �the low den-
sity region in Fig. 4�b��. Here the Pyy data match the
Carnahan-Starling equation and the virial expansion, but Pxx
and Pzz do not. This indicates that in this transition region,
the fluid is not fully equilibrated in the x-x and z-z directions.
Thus we should not expect that Eq. �23� and the coincident
virial expansion can be directly applied to a granular fluid.
However, surprisingly the Carnahan-Starling and the virial
expansion work extremely well in the fluid region, matching
our simulation data. A reason may be that even though in the
velocity distribution the 1.5 power law exists in the tails, the
distribution still remains Gaussian in the center. This implies
that the pressure in the fluid and free-fall region is not too
sensitive to the tail distribution.

It is also remarkable that there is no real signature of the
different phases in the pressure. The ratio of P / ��T� diverges
as close packing is approached but is still finite throughout
the glassy region. As we shall see below, these phases are
only distinct when we consider dynamic properties such as
transport coefficients. This fits with the usual description of
the glass transition being a dynamical transition. What is
perhaps more interesting is that the free-fall to fluid transi-
tion must also be a dynamic transition if these phases are
truly distinct. We will examine this in more detail in later
sections.

An asymptotically matched expression that interpolates
between the virial and the free-volume expression for the
pressure can be found by taking the virial expansion up to
and including B54 and adding to it Eq. �18� and subtracting
the Taylor series expansion of Eq. �18� taken about =0 up
to and including the 4 term:
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P

�T
= �1 + B2 + B32 + B43 + B54� + �1 − � 

c
�1/3�−1

− �
n=0

n=12 � 

c
�n/3

. �24�

This is shown in Fig. 4 as the solid red line that goes through
the simulation data.

D. Collision frequency

Many of the constitutive relations derived in following
sections, such as for the dissipation and energy flux, will
involve a collision frequency �per unit volume�. Thus, it
seems appropriate to first establish closed relations for the
collision frequency, fc that are valid in the different regions.
As we will show below, a closed relation for the collision
frequency can be found from the expression �5� for the stress
measured in the simulation and the fact that Eq. �24� ex-
presses the pressure in the different regions in terms of the
density and temperature.

We use the sign convention for the pressure tensor
P
�=−	
�. The virial can be defined from the stress as

V = −
1

3
Tr�	
� − ���v
 − �v
��v� − �v��� , �25a�

�P − �T , �25b�

where the pressure P is a function of the density � and
granular temperature T as detailed in the previous section.
The kinetic term in Eq. �25a�, ���v
− �v
��v�− �v��, is
negligible in the glass but is significant in the fluid and free-
fall regions.

Using Eq. �4� we also have the relation

V =
1

2
fc��1 + ���ṙ1 − ṙ2� · q ,

= fc�1 + ��vn , �26�

where

�ṙ1 − ṙ2� · q = vn �27�

is simply the normal impact velocity between the colliding
particles and the factor of 1/2 disappeared because it was due
to the double counting in the average over collisions �which
counts the momentum transferred from particle 1 to 2 and
from particle 2 to 1 in� and this is not present in the second
line.

By combining Eqs. �25a� and �26� we have

fc =
3V

�1 + ��vn��vn
, �28�

��vn� is the velocity-dependent coefficient of restitution
given by Eq. �2�.

During a collision the sign of vn is fixed and vn is always
positive, as can be readily seen from Eq. �27�. In Ref. �8�, we
showed that vn

2 traces the velocity fluctuations �v

2 . Thus we

expect �vn to be related to �	�v
	,

�	�v
	 =� 2

�
��v


21/2, �29�

if �v
 is distributed in a Gaussian. This is nearly true in the
liquid and free-fall regions. However, �v
 is not strictly dis-
tributed in a Gaussian distribution in the glassy region. If the
particles are moving statistically independently
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FIG. 5. �Color online� Plot of the empirically determined param-
eter A in Eq. �30� for the glassy region of the chute from simula-
tions with different asymptotic coefficients of restitution �0. The
line is just a guide for the eyes.
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FIG. 6. �Color online� Plot of the collision frequency per unit
volume as calculated using Eq. �31� using A=1.62 �red line with
�’s�, as calculated using Eq. �31� using A=2 �purple line with �’s�,
and the simulation values for the collision frequency �blue solid
line� versus the height y of the chute in �a� the entire chute and �b�
in the fluid region �semilogarithmic�. Measurements are taken in the
center of the chute using a simulation with an asymptotic coefficient
of restitution �0=0.97. Data are averaged over depth �32a� in z and
over 800 time units. Units are described in footnote �30�.
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�vn =� 2

�
AT1/2, �30�

where A=2 in the liquid and free-fall regions. In the glassy
region P��v� is not Gaussian �8� and the particles
are not moving or colliding independently �8,22�. So
�vncollisions� ��vparticles. Thus in the glass, A�2 and a
value for A has to be determined empirically. For an
asymptotic coefficient of restitution of �0=0.97, we found
A=1.62 in the glass. Figure 5 shows a plot of A in the glassy
region for three different coefficients of restitution. As the
simulation becomes more elastic, that is as �0→1, A→2.

We also calculated A in the glassy region for simulations
with different sieve probabilities, hence for different flow
rates with the same asymptotic coefficient of restitution, and
found that A did not vary with the flow rate in the glassy
region.

Upon combining, Eqs. �2�, �28�, and �29�, we finally ar-
rive at closed expression for the collision frequency fc,

fc =
3V

�2 − �1 − �0��� 2

�
AT1/2

v0
�

0.7

�� 2

�
AT1/2

, �31�

with A as defined for the different regions in the paragraph
above. We have used the fact that in the glass the normal
velocity, vn, is less than the cutoff velocity v0=�2ga �27�.
Figure 6 shows that the collision frequency as calculated
using Eq. �31�, and the collision frequencies obtained from
the simulation agree nicely. To use this expression in one of
the continuum relations, the virial V would need to be calcu-
lated using Eqs. �24� and �25b� which give V in terms of
density and temperature.

E. Conservation equations in free-fall region

In this section, we will examine properties in the free-fall
region which we can solve for analytically. In the free-fall
region, the stresses are very small, and their gradients even
smaller. As can be seen in the flat pressure profile in the
free-fall region in the inset in Fig. 1�e�, there is a small
�mostly kinetic� stress contribution. This allows us to greatly
simplify the above equations and solve for the density, ve-
locity and energy in the free-fall region. As described in Ref.
�8�, the fluid region starts as a boundary layer in the free-fall
region which gradually grows to dominate the flow. As such,
what we describe in this section just applies to the pluglike
flow in the central �away from the walls� portion of the chan-
nel. In this pluglike flow region, velocity gradients in the
x-direction are negligible �e.g., see Fig. 3�b� in Ref. �8��, as
are shear stresses 	xy. Due to the periodic boundary condi-
tions in the z-direction physical properties are translational
invariant, on average, along z. Our system is in a steady state
so we can also assume that the partial derivative with respect
to time in Eqs. �3�, �4�, and �6� are negligible.

With these assumptions in the free-fall region, the Conti-
nuity Eq. �3� translates to:

�y��vy� = 0. �32�

and the y component of the Navier-Stokes Eq. �4� translates
to

�y��vy
2� = �y	yy + �g . �33�

There is a very small kinetic contribution to the stress as can
be seen in the inset in Fig. 1�e�,

	yy = − ��vy
2. �34�

However this kinetic stress contribution in the free-fall re-
gion is nearly constant �except close to the inlet� as can be
seen by the horizontal profile in the inset in Fig. 1�e�, and
thus

�y	yy = − �y��vy
2 � 0. �35�

We can then solve for the density and velocity in the free-fall
region using Eqs. �32� and �33� and one data point in the
bulk interior of the free-fall region at a height y0, at mid-
width �mid x direction� and mid-depth �mid z direction� in
the chute. The reason we use an interior point as opposed to
a boundary value, say at the top of the chute is because the
assumption of 	yy being constant is most true once the grains
have moved a finite distance into the chute. This is not
strictly a required assumption to solve the equations, but it is
required if we wish to solve without consideration of the
energy equation.

Thus solving Eqs. �32� and �33�, gives us the solution

� = c/vy , �36�

vy � − �2gy + k1, �37�

where the constants are

k1 = vy0

2 − 2gy0, �38�

c = �y0
vy0

, �39�

where �y0
and vy0

are from any single point in the interior of
the free-fall region as described in the previous paragraph.
Equations �36� and �37� are plotted as dashed lines in the
free-fall region in Figs. 1�b� and 1�c�. The agreement be-
tween the analytical results and the simulation in the free-fall
region is remarkably good. Not surprisingly, there is some
deviation at the very top of the chute where the approxima-
tion that 	yy �constant breaks down. As we noted above, in
the free-fall region the stress is almost entirely from the ki-
netic terms so that 	yy =−��vy

2 so to improve our analytic
solution we must examine the energy equation �to obtain a
better solution for �vy

2�.
It is clear however, that to solve these equations analyti-

cally �or numerically without input from the simulation� that
constitutive relations giving I and Fc are needed. These will
be presented in Sec. II G.

F. Shear-stress constitutive relations: Models of viscosity

In Refs. �8,22�, it was demonstrated that the velocity pro-
file of particles in the fluid region was parabolic �Poiseuille
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flow�, but as one approached the glassy region a plug type
profile emerged. The development of this plug profile in the
y velocity was clearly correlated with the center region so-
lidifying into a glass. As the particles travel down the chute,
they are slowed by the drag force at the walls supporting the
weight of this glassy region via a shear stress. This gives a
pluglike profile. We cannot overemphasize the important role
that the shear stress has on the y-velocity profiles for par-
ticles traveling from the fluid to a glassy region. The stresses
were shown to be crucial in providing the weight balance
that we discussed in Sec. II B. In this section, we will discuss
constitutive relations for the shear stress in the fluid and
glassy regions of our granular system.

Most works based on kinetic theory assume a fluidlike
constitutive relation for the shear stress in the system

	xy = ��xvy , �40�

where 	xy is the shear stress, � is the effective viscosity and
�xvy is the shear rate. The difficulty with such descriptions is
that the viscosity � is strongly dependent on things like the
granular temperature which varies considerably in space in
many granular systems.

This complexity can be seen in Fig. 7�a� which plots the
shear stress 	xy versus the shear rate �xvy in the granular fluid
region along x and at different heights �i.e. each line is at a
fixed height and each symbol on the line is from a different
value of x at that height where the shear stress and strain rate
are locally measured�. Here, it was important to use a slow
�p=90%� system with a high enough asymptotic coefficient
of restitution �0=0.95 in order to achieve a true fluid region
of study. The temperature in this region is fairly uniform in
width x but changes dramatically in height y �see Figs. 5 and
6 in Ref. �8��. We plotted the shear stress 	xy versus the shear
rate �xvy for different heights, hence at different tempera-
tures, as shown in Fig. 7�a�. Fig. 7�a� does display the linear
relation of Eq. �40�. To calculate the viscosity �, we then
measured the slopes of 	xy versus �xvy at these different
heights, and plotted these viscosity values versus the granu-
lar temperature T at these heights. We obtained a power-law
relationship between the viscosity and the granular tempera-
ture along heights in the fluid region as shown in Fig. 7�b�.

� � T−4/3. �41�

Equation �41� for the fluid region at first seems surprising. If
you recall, in Sec. II C, particularly by looking at Fig. 4, we
were able to successfully match the pressure in the fluid re-
gion from our simulation to the pressure equation of state
obtained from a virial expansion. Thus it would be logical
that one should expect our fluid, at least at the lower densi-
ties, to behave as a hard sphere gas whose viscosity as given
from any standard textbook �46� would be

�0 =
5

64

1

a2�mT

�
. �42�

One can see from Eq. �42�, for a hard sphere gas, the viscos-
ity ��T1/2. Thus one would expect the viscosity to increase
with temperature, but from Eq. �41� and the corresponding
Fig. 7�b�, the viscosity actually decreases with increasing
temperature. This is not how a typical gas behaves. This
behavior is often associated with a liquid whose viscosity
grows larger as the temperature goes down as you approach
the solid state. The density also increases as we go from a
gas to liquid to solid state and the Enskog expansion for
higher density for elastic hard spheres that gives the viscosity
as a function of density is �47�,

�

�0
= 4� 1

Z
+ 0.8 + 0.761Z� , �43�

where Z= P / ��T�−1. This is shown in Fig. 7�c� with the
dashed line being the expectation from using the virial ex-
pansion for P while the solid line is from using Eq. �24� for
P. Except at a single density �in the liquid, around =0.27�,
the Enskog expansion does not agree with the measured vis-
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FIG. 7. �Color online� �a� Shear stress 	xy versus shear rate �xvy

in the fluid region for a slow flow. Lines connect data at fixed
heights in the fluid region ��’s at y=277, �’s at y=283, �‘s at
y=289 and �’s at 295� and each symbol is from a local measure-
ment at a different x �probability of reflection at the bottom sieve of
p=90%, �0=0.95 in all cases�. �b� Log-log plot of viscosity in the
fluid region �slope of each line in �a��. Symbols indicate different
asymptotic coefficients of restitution, �0 �with �’s using �0=0.95
and p=90%, �’s using �0=0.96 and p=90%, and �’s using
�0=0.97 and p=90%�. Systems with the higher asymptotic coeffi-
cients of restitution of �0=0.95, 0.96 and 0.97 achieve a true fluid
region and have a consistent power-law of − 4

3 .� �c� Same data as �b�
but scaled by �0 from Eq. �42� and ploted versus volume fraction .
The lines in �c� are from the Enskog prediction, Eq. �43� as ex-
plained in the text. Units are described in footnote �30�.
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cosity. That the viscosity is higher than the Enskog predic-
tion at high density is not that surprising �this is also the case
for elastic hard spheres although the difference is not as
great�, but at low density we see that the viscosity is much
lower than would be predicted by the Enskog formula, a
regime where elastic hard spheres show very close agree-
ment with the Enskog prediction. This is probably due to the
dissipation removing relative velocity of pairs of particles
colliding along the x and z directions. At low density there
are not enough collisions to randomize the particle velocities
between collisions so very little mixing occurs in the x di-
rection in the free-fall and free-fall/fluid transition regions
�8�, and hence very little transfer of momentum in the x
direction �i.e., shear stress is suppressed relative to elastic
hard sphere case�.

Another interesting point is that in Figs. 7�b� and 7�c� we
are plotting data from different simulations, with different
coefficients of restitution, and, within the fluid region, all the
data falls on the same curve whether we plot versus tempera-
ture or versus density �or �. Thus, it would appear that,
within the fluid regions, there must be a fairly well-defined
relationship between density and temperature so we cannot
distinguish the dependence on either variable within this re-
gion �i.e., in the chute flow geometry, T and  are inter-
changeable within the fluid�. Note that this is not generally
true for an elastic hard sphere fluid where the density and

temperature can be varied independently, as long as you con-
strain the volume of the system.

Numerous experiments have measured velocities and
forces in sheared granular matter �1,48–50� confining granu-
lar matter in a Couette cell between a stationary outer cylin-
der and a rotating inner cylinder. These experiments are typi-
cally shearing a very dense granular state like our glass. In
Ref. �51�, the authors looked at the relationship between the
square root of the granular temperature and shear rate that
was observed in the glassy region of granular particles in a
Couette cell. Our granular particles are in a shear flow trav-
eling down the chute. The shear zones near the walls in the
glassy state of our simulation should be comparable to these
experiments. One might think that the shear zones along the
walls in the glassy region are equivalent to a fluidized layer.
As we shall see below, this does not turn out to be the case.

Following the analysis given in reference �51�, using
	xy =��̇ with �̇=�xvy being the shear rate and � the viscos-
ity, an expression was made for the viscosity to scale with
the collision frequency,

� � P/��cd
2T1/2� , �44�

where d is the particle diameter, �0 is a dimensionless num-
ber, and ���c the close-packed density has been assumed,
so that
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FIG. 8. �Color online� �a� Log-Log plot of square root of tem-
perature versus shear rate in the shear zones along the walls of the
glassy region. A system with a fast flow �probability of reflection at
the bottom sieve of p=1%, � and �0=0.9� yields a region with the
experimental power-law exponent of 0.4 �line�, while slow systems
�probability of reflection at the bottom sieve of p=90% with
�0=0.9 �, �0=0.95 �, �0=0.96 �, and �0=0.97 �� have a
pseudo-power-law with exponent 0.2. �b� Log-log plot of effective
shear viscosity �=	xy /�xvy versus temperature T in the glassy re-
gion for a fast flow ��� and slower flows �symbols same as in �a��.
The solid lines have slopes of −1.1 for the fast system, −2.3 for the
slow system with �0=0.9, and −2.8 for the slow systems with
�0=0.95, 0.96 and 0.97. Units are described in footnote �30�.
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FIG. 9. �Color online� �a� Log-log plot of local shear stress 	yx

versus local shear rate �xvy at a constant height in the glassy region
for various flow rates �probability of reflection at the bottom sieve
of p=0.01 as �’s, p=0.1 as �’s, p=0.25 as �’s, p=0.5 as
�’s, p=0.75 as �’s, and p=0.9 as �’s�, all with an asymptotic
coefficient of restitution of �0=0.9. Lines connect data at fixed
heights and each symbol is from a local measurement at a different
x. The solid straight lines have slopes of 0.41 for the upper line and
0.38 for the lower line. �b� Plot of shear stress 	yx at the wall versus
the y velocity at the center at Lx /2 minus the y velocity at the wall,
scaled by Lx /2. The yield stress 	Y is indicated by the arrow. Data
are from a 32�32�250 column. Units are described in footnote
�30�.
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T1/2 � P/��cd
2	xy��̇ . �45�

However, this analysis can be taken further. If the pressure
given in Eq. �44� followed the scaling P��T, this would
give the same scaling ��T1/2 as Eq. �42� for a hard sphere
gas. This extension was not done in Ref. �51�. The analysis
that was provided by the authors in Ref. �51�, resulting in Eq.
�45�, gives �̇=�xvy �T1/2. Their analysis did not lead to
agreement with their experiment. Experimentally, they ob-
served the following power law with

T1/2 � 	�xvy	0.4. �46�

A log-log plot of the square root of the granular temperature
vs shear rate as measured from our simulation on one side of
the chute �from middle to the wall� in the glassy region is
shown in Fig. 8�a�. Again, each line is at a fixed height and
each point is from a different value of x at that height where
the temperature and strain rate are locally measured. We
plotted this for a series of systems with different probabilities
of sieve reflection, p and different asymptotic coefficients of
restitution �0. On a log-log plot the top curve in Fig. 8�a�
vaguely resembles a power-law exponent of 0.4 as in experi-
ment �51� for a fast system �p=1%, �0=0.9�, and as shown
by the superimposed bottom curves in Fig. 8�a�, for the
slower systems �p=90%� with �0=0.9, 0.95, 0.96 and 0.97,
the slope is 0.2, although this is not as clear a linear regime
on a log-log plot of the square root of the granular tempera-
ture �velocity fluctuations� vs the shear rate for the slower
systems as for the faster system. Thus the power-law expo-
nent of 0.4 that was reported in the experimental paper �51�
is not universal.

Equation �46� indirectly assumes that the viscosity in the
sheared glass is a function of the granular temperature. Using
the relation 	xy =��xvy, we can plot the viscosity, � as
	xy /�xvy, versus the granular temperature, T, in the glassy
region for both a slow �p=90%� system yielding a power
law of 1.1 and a fast �p=1%� system yielding a power law of
2.3. This is shown as a log-log plot in Fig. 8�b�. Clearly, the
power-law exponent is not universal here. Thus, the evidence
strongly suggests that the sheared glass is not simply equiva-
lent to a liquefied boundary layer near the walls �otherwise it
would behave as in Fig. 7 where the viscosity from different
simulations fell on the same curve as a function of T or �.

We can however obtain a universal power law in the
sheared glass by plotting the shear stress, 	xy, vs. the shear
rate, �xvy, on a log-log plot as shown in Fig. 9�a�. Again,
each line is at a fixed height and each point is from a differ-
ent value of x at that height where the shear stress and strain
rate are locally measured. We found a universal power law of
0.39�0.02 for both slow and fast systems on one side of the
chute,

	xy = B	�xvy	0.39, �47�

with B a constant. This is equivalent to obtaining a universal
power law by further plotting �not shown� the viscosity, � on
one side of the chute in the glassy region versus the shear
rate, �̇=�xvy and witness a universal power law of approxi-
mately −0.6:

� = B	�xvy	−0.6 �48�

While there is a clear power law in Fig. 9�a�, it is also clear
that there is a dependence on other variables as the curves do
not all overlap. We will come back to this point in Sec. II H.

The universal power-law between the shear stress and
strain rate given by Eq. �47� and shown in Fig. 9�a� makes
one wonder whether we have a true glassy region. Consider
in Fig. 9�a� a typical region where a particle of radius a
undergoes a strain rate �xvy of 0.01. In this region, vy �1 so
using the relation

�xvy =
�v
a

, �49�

we can say that it takes 100 time units for one grain to pass
another. However, using the typical size and velocities from
Fig. 1 the time that a particle has in the glassy portion of the
chute is

Ly

vy
�

200

1
= 200 time units. �50�

Thus, in our glassy region, it takes about the same amount of
time for one grain to pass another as it takes for all the
particles to traverse the entire chute. It is also clear from Fig.
9�a� that Eq. �47� is not valid all the way into the interior
�low strain-rate region� of the system and significant devia-
tions occur below 	xy �0.4. Another significant caveat is that
we have taken the strain rate �xvy as the derivative of the
time-averaged velocity profile. While the time-averaged pro-
file is smooth, an instantaneous velocity profile is much more
discontinuous �so much so that one cannot meaningfully take
a numerical derivative� suggesting more discrete faultlike
slips occurring in the glass rather than the local rearrange-
ments typical of a fluid.

If we look at the plot of shear stress at the wall �experi-
mentally measurable shear stress� versus the scaled y veloc-
ity at the center minus the y velocity at the wall �experimen-
tally observable strain rate� shown in Fig. 9�b�, we do
observe a finite shear stress when the scaled y velocity at the
center minus the y velocity at the wall is zero. This indicates
that our glassy region has a yield stress at this zero velocity
as would be expected for a glassy region. Doing the same
thing in the fluid region �not shown� shows a 0 intercept at
small strain rates indicating the lack of a yield stress there. A
constitutive relation for the static central portion of the glass
is still needed as we have only really described the shear
zones near the wall in this section. We will consider this in
more detail in Sec. II H.

It is interesting to note that in no region do we observe the
Bagnold scaling �1� of

	xy � ��xvy�2. �51�

However, Bagnold did not measure the shear stress or strain
rate locally but rather deduced them from the externally ap-
plied stress and strain in a Couette cell. This is more similar
to our analysis in Fig. 9�b� which does exhibit this quadratic
relationship. However, our simulation is more akin to Poi-
seuille flow rather than Couette flow so a direct comparison
is not necessarily valid. However, it does raise the possibility
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that Bagnold scaling is, similar to the relationship between
�v and v found by Menon and Durian �6,8�, not a local
relationship but a statement about a more global force/energy
balance. However, simulations in the Couette geometry
would be needed to comment further on this aspect. Simula-
tions using Hertzian contact types of interactions have seen
regions of Bagnold scaling �52�. However, these simulations
found that in the regions where Bagnold scaling was ob-
served transmission of stresses was dominated by contacts
rather than collisions. It is possible that the addition of tan-
gential dissipation �i.e. friction� during a collision would be
key to seeing Bagnold scaling but, if so, would not be con-
sistent with Bagnolds original argument which was based on
binary collisions.

G. Energy equation

In Sec. II A, the energy conservation during steady-state
was expressed as

�t�E� + �
�F
� = I + �g · v . �52�

In this section, we will examine the energy flux F and the
dissipation I and relate them to the density and temperature.
We assume that the time derivative, �tE is zero because we
are in steady state. We will focus first on the energy flux F.

As stated in �32�, there is a difference between the “en-
ergy flux,” F, and the “heat flux,” Q. The heat flux, Q is the
uncorrelated part of the energy flux, and can be found using

Q = Fc + �� · v� , �53�

where Fc is the collision energy flux defined by Eq. �10� and
	 is the stress tensor defined by Eq. �5�. In Eq. �53�, � ·v
represents the coherent transfer of energy �i.e., nondissipa-
tive� during collisions.

Fourier’s law suggests that the heat flux across the chute,
Qx, can be expressed as proportional to the gradient of the
granular temperature, T, by the relation

Qx = − ��xT , �54�

where � is the thermal conductivity. In our fluid region, we
plotted the heat flux, Qx versus the gradient of the granular
temperature, �xT, across the width �x direction� of the chute.
This is shown in Fig. 10�a� for a slow system using a prob-
ability of reflection at the bottom sieve of p=90% and an
asymptotic coefficient of restitution of �0=0.95. Again, each
line �set of points with the same symbol shape� is at a fixed
height and each point is from a different value of x at that
height where the heat flux and temperature gradient are lo-
cally measured. Systems with higher coefficients of restitu-
tion had the largest fluid regions. It was important here to
choose a system with a high asymptotic coefficient of resti-
tution in order to maintain a true fluid region. Otherwise with
lower coefficients of restitution, we would have just a com-
bination of fluid to glass and fluid to free-fall transition re-
gions. As one can see for various heights in the fluid region,
the data in Fig. 10�a� fall on straight lines. The negative
slopes of these straight lines give the thermal conductivity

� = −
Qx

�xT
. �55�

In Fig. 10, the thermal conductivity, � was calculated as a
linear fit and is shown on a semilogarithmic plot versus the
granular temperature at a range of heights in the fluid region
for three slow systems �p=90%�. Fig. 10 shows systems
with different asymptotic coefficients of restitution of
�0=0.95 shown as �’s, 0.96 shown as �’s and 0.97 shown
as �’s. Interestingly, all three systems consistently give an
exponential fit in the fluid region of

� = Ae−T/T0, �56�

where T0�8.4, and A is a multiplicative constant.
We can contrast Eq. �56� to a thermal conduction expres-

sion for a hard sphere gas given in Ref. �46�
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FIG. 10. �Color online� �a� Heat flux Qx versus granular tem-
perature gradient, −�xT, in the fluid region �probability of reflection
at the bottom sieve of p=90%, �0=0.97�. Data points with the
same symbol shape were measured at the same height but different
x in the fluid regions ��’s at y=274, �’s at y=284, �‘s at
y=294 and �’s at y=304�. �b� Semilogarithmic plot of thermal
conductivity, �=−Qx /�xT versus the granular temperature, T, in the
fluid region for systems with a probability of reflection at the bot-
tom sieve of p=90%. The symbols indicate different asymptotic
coefficients of restitution, �0 �with �’s using �0=0.95, �’s using
�0=0.96, and �’s using �0=0.97�. �c� Same data as in �b� but
scaled by �0 �Eq. �57�� and plotted versus volume fraction . The
lines are from an Enskog prediction described in the text. Units are
described in footnote �30�.
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�0 =
125

384

1

a2� T

�m
�1/2

. �57�

From the equation for the thermal conductivity of a hard
sphere gas given by Eq. �57�, one gets the impression that
��T1/2 and thus that the thermal conductivity should in-
crease with temperature. The thermal conductivity for our
granular fluid does not increase with temperature, but expo-
nentially decays with increasing temperature as given by Eq.
�56�. Thus once again our granular fluid cannot be consid-
ered as a hard sphere gas. Our fluid behaves as a liquid: as
the temperature goes down, the thermal conductivity in-
creases as you would expect in a material that approaches a
solid state as our glassy region. Just as there is an Enskog
prediction for the viscosity, there is an Enskog prediction for
the thermal conductivity of an elastic hard sphere fluid at
higher densities �47�

�

�0
= 4� 1

Z
+ 1.2 + 0.757Z� , �58�

with Z having the same meaning as in Eq. �43�. The Enskog
prediction is plotted, along with the data from the simulation,
in Fig. 10�c�. Once again, the agreement at low density is
very poor, probably for the same reasons discussed for the
viscosity. However, at higher densities, the expression is not
unreasonable.

Next, we examine the thermal conductivity in the glassy
region. The heat flux, Qx is plotted in the glassy region in
Fig. 11 across the width �x direction� of the chute. As shown
in Fig. 11, in the glassy region

� = 3fc =
4

3
��a3�3fc, �59�

�the density times the collision frequency�. Equation �59� is
the same equation as in Ref. �32� found in 2D where we
measured density there as a volume fraction �53�. As the
collision frequency is known in terms of the density and

temperature �Sec. II D� this gives a closed expression for the
conductivity in the glass.

The remaining term for which we need a constitutive re-
lation is the dissipation, I. Since the coefficient of restitution
�, is highly correlated with the impact velocity vn, we cannot
simply factor the terms in Eq. �11�, − 1

4 ��1−�2�vn
2 as

− 1
4 �1−�2�vn

2 �we could factor out �1+�� in previous ex-
pressions, such as for the collision frequency, because the
relative change in �1+�� for different vn is small whereas
the relative change in �1−�2� for different vn is large�. We
outline below two different constitutive relations for I based
on different assumptions.

In the first case, we assume that dissipation is dominated
by the high impact collisions. We consider a small propor-
tion, say b, of the dissipation involves vn being greater than
the cutoff velocity v0 in our velocity-dependent coefficient of
restitution Eq. �2�, and a proportion 1−b of the dissipation
involves vn�v0. Then we have

��I = �−
1

4
�1 − �2�vn

2�
= b�−

1

4
�1 − �0

2�vn
2�

vn�v0

+ �1 − b��−
1

4
�1 − �2�vn

2�
vn�v0

. �60�

Now, for vn�v0

�−
1

4
�1 − �2�vn

2�
vn�v0

� 0, �61�

because ��1 and vn is also small for these collisions. Simi-
larly, the small value of vn for collisions with vn�v0 gives

�vn
2all = b�vn

2vn�v0
+ �1 − b��vn

2vn�v0
,

�b�vn
2vn�v0

. �62�

Putting it all together gives
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x

FIG. 11. �Color online� Log-log plot of heat flux Qx=−��x3T vs
width x for a 15% polydisperse 3D simulation for a glassy region at
y=200 where �=4 /3�a3�fc. The solid line is Qx=Fcx+	xyvy, and
the dashed line is Qx=−4 /3��a3�fc�x3T. Units are described in
footnote �30�.
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FIG. 12. �Color online� Semilogarithmic plot of the negative of
the dissipation, −I, from the simulation as calculated from Eq. �11�
�blue solid line�, as calculated using Eq. �63� �red dashed line�, and
as calculated using Eq. �64� �purple dotted line�. Units are described
in footnote �30�.
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��I =
1

4
�1 − �0

2��vn
2 . �63�

This is the expression we expect to be correct if high velocity
impacts dominate the dissipation.

However, most collisions occur with vn�v0 �although
these collisions are less dissipative so they may, or may not,
impact the total dissipation I�. If the coefficient of restitution
formula for vn�v0 is used directly and substituted into Eq.
�2� and the average of the entire expression is evaluated one
gets

��I =
1

2

�1 − �0�
v0

0.7 �vn
2.7 −

�1 − �0�2

4v0
1.4 �vn

3.4 . �64�

One can relate the averages of �vn
2.7 and �vn

3.4 to �vn
2 similar

to Eq. �29�. The total dissipation can be found as

I = ��Ifc, �65�

with fc given in terms of density and temperature as de-
scribed in Sec. II D.

Figure 12 shows, on a semilogarithmic plot, the dissipa-
tion from the simulation plotted along with the constitutive
Eqs. �63� and �64� �multiplied by the collision frequency�.
The constitutive equation given by Eq. �63� matches the dis-
sipation from the simulation nicely in the liquid and glass
regions, strongly supporting the argument that dissipation in

these regions is completely dominated by the high impact
velocity collisions. For the free-fall region the dissipation
goes from Eq. �64� at the top to Eq. �63� at the fluid-free-fall
transition. Thus, somewhat surprisingly the free-fall region is
the only region where the dissipation is not dominated by the
higher velocity collisions.

H. Static limit

We now examine the existence of a static limit to the
glassy state of our system. The relationship between stress
and strain rate in the glassy region, Eq. �47�, is not that
satisfying as one approaches the static limit because it is
really a time-averaged response function. That is, as men-
tioned in Sec II F, for the low strain rates near the center of
the chute it may take more time on average for one grain to
pass another than it takes all particles to traverse the entire
chute. As one approaches the static limit the time one would
need to average over for this to be a useful constitutive rela-
tion becomes longer and longer. In this section we examine
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FIG. 13. �Color online� Shear stress 	xy �solid line� and Rxy

�circles� �right hand side of Eq. �66��, the shear stress factorized
into the collision directions, ��q̂ · x̂��q̂ · ŷ� and the constant
− 1

2 fc��1+���ṙ1− ṙ2� · q̂� versus x in �a� the glassy region at a
height, y=100. �b� Plot of the diagonal stress, 	

 with its kinetic
term �lower curves� and without its kinetic term �upper curves�, and
factor R

 versus height y. �	xx is the solid line, 	yy is the dashed
line, and 	zz is the dot-dashed line, Rxx is circles, Ryy is squares, and
Rzz is triangles�. Data are for a 400-height column using an
asymptotic coefficient of restitution �0 of 0.97 and a probability of
reflection, p=0.9. Units are described in footnote �30�.
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FIG. 14. �Color online� �a� Plot of fc��1+���ṙ1− ṙ2� · q̂ vs
height y for a 400-height column. The lines from bottom to top
represent data with asymptotic coefficients of restitution �0

of 0.95, 0.96, and 0.97, all with a sieve reflection probability,
p=0.9. Data are averaged over the width �x direction�. �b� Plot of
fc��1+���ṙ1− ṙ2� · q̂ vs height y for a 250-height column. The lines
from top to bottom represent data with sieve reflection probabilities
p of 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75, all with an asymptotic coefficient of resti-
tution �0=0.9. Units are described in footnote �30�.
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the stress in the glassy region in more detail and relate it to
various other constitutive relations proposed for static granu-
lar materials. First we will demonstrate that there is a static
limit to our equations for stress.

In the first step to simplifying the stress tensor, we write
the 3D stress tensor given in Eq. �6� as �32�

	
� � − ���v
 − �v
��v� − �v�� −
1

2
fc��1 + ���ṙ1 − ṙ2� · q̂

���q̂ · ê
��q̂ · ê�� �66�

In Eqs. �5� and �66� the sum is over collisions in a �long�
time interval t and fc is the collision frequency. In going
from Eq. �5�–�66� we have assumed that we could separate
the factor �1+���ṙ1− ṙ2� · q̂ from the factors in the matrix
��q̂ · ê
��q̂ · ê�� when computing averages �i.e., we have as-
sumed that these factors are statistically independent�.
The validity of this assumption is shown in Fig. 13
which plots the stress components 	
� directly
from Eq. �5� where the terms are unfactored, and
R
�= 1

2 fc��1+���ṙ1− ṙ2� · q̂� ��q̂ · ê
��q̂ · ê�� versus the
width x or height y. As advertised, the virial term factors.

In a granular glass the kinetic term, ��v
v� is negligible.
As shown in Fig. 14�a�, the factor fc��1+���ṙ1− ṙ2� · q̂ in
front of the matrix changes dramatically in the fluid region
but in comparison appears to be nearly constant in the glassy
region. Fig. 14�b� plots the factor fc��1+���ṙ1− ṙ2� · q̂ for
different sieve reflection probabilities and shows that for

slower systems, this factor approaches a constant. Hence the
structure of the stress tensor in the glass comes almost en-
tirely from the collision directions �i.e., the ��q̂ · ê
��q̂ · ê��
terms in Eq. �66��. This is very reminiscent of models de-
scribing static granular materials based on force chains.

For our particular case, we do not actually need a further
relation for the shear stress to solve the stress balance Eq.
�12�. As �y	yy �0 in the glassy state, it is clear that
	xy ��gx+constant. Making use of symmetry about the cen-
ter �x=16� of the chute, it follows that the constant should be
−�g16. However, this is really just a statement about stress
balance in the system and requires the a priori assumption of
the shear stress supporting the weight. In order to compare to
other constitutive relations suggested for static granular ma-
terials it is worthwhile to decompose the stress/pressure ten-

sor into its eigenvalues �i and eigenvectors n̂, m̂, and l̂:

p
� = − 	
� = �1n
n� + �2m
m� + �3l
l�. �67�

Note that the stress tensor is real, symmetric, and nonsingu-
lar so the eigenvectors are mutually orthogonal. The mea-
sured values of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of our
stress tensor are shown in Fig. 15. Note that the tensor nature
of the stress is determined entirely by ��q̂ · ê
��q̂ · ê�� so
eigenvectors tell us about the directions of the collision
chains in our system �as q̂ are the directions of the collisions�
and these typically propagate through our particles at 45° to
the x /y axes as seen in Fig. 15: in the glassy region of our
system these “directors” can be expressed as

FIG. 15. �Color online� Plot of the eigenvalues �compressive stresses� and corresponding directions of the stress tensor along width of
column in �top� the glassy region at y=138, and �bottom� in the fluid region at y=294 for a 400-height column using an asymptotic
coefficient of restitution �0 of 0.97. In both �top� and �bottom�, the eigenvalues are associated alongside with the eigenvector directions by
the style of the lines. That is, the line style of the eigenvalues �shown as solid, dashed, or dotted lines� are matched with the line style of the
box �shown as a solid, dashed, or dotted lined box� surrounding the particular eigenvector directions. The analytical solution for the
eigenvalues given by Eq. �74� with c=0 is plotted as thick lines with �1 drawn in pink, �2 in green and �3 in yellow. Units are described
in footnote �30�.
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n̂ = � 1
�2

,
1
�2

,0� , �68a�

m̂ = �−
1
�2

,
1
�2

,0� , �68b�

l̂ = �0,0,1� . �68c�

This connection of the eigenvectors of the stress tensor with
collision chains is very similar to models proposed for static
sandpiles, such as the fixed principle axes �FPA� models

�14�. These early models suggested “n̂, m̂, l̂ �as� directors
along three nonparallel populations of force chains; the �’s
are compressive pressures acting along these. Body forces

cause �1,2,3 to vary in space,” �14�, however n̂, m̂, l̂ are fixed
and are not allowed to change in space, at least in some of
these models. They must be determined from global symme-
tries and boundary conditions.

We can, however, solve for the eigenvalues and eigenvec-
tors of the stress tensor independent of any particular model.
Any stress tensor of the expected form,

�− p � 0

� − p 0

0 0 − p
� �69�

has the eigenvectors of Eq. �68�. Using Eqs. �4� and �12� in
the static limit, we have component wise

�x	yx + �y	yy = − �gy = �g , �70a�

�x	xx + �y	xy = 0, �70b�

�z	zz = 0. �70c�

Using the known stress directors Eqs. �68� we can express
the stress tensor in terms of its eigenvalues in our glassy
region giving

	xy = 	yx = − �1
1

2
+ �2

1

2
, �71a�

	yy = − �1
1

2
− �2

1

2
, �71b�

	xx = − �1
1

2
− �2

1

2
, �71c�

	zz = − �3. �71d�

Finally, combining Eqs. �70� and �71� we arrive at

��x�1 − �x�2�
1

2
+

1

2
��y�1 + �y�2� = − �g , �72a�

��x�1 + �x�2�
1

2
+

1

2
��y�1 − �y�2� = 0, �72b�

�z�3 = 0. �72c�

The general solution to Eqs. �72� is

�1 = − �gx + C1�y − x� ,

�2 = �gx + C2�x + y� ,

�3 = C3�x,y� , �73�

where C1, C2, and C3 are arbitrary functions of the argu-
ments indicated. Thus, we see that just specifying the eigen-
vectors, as in FPA models, still does not leave us with a
solution without arbitrary functions. Even the boundary con-
ditions do not uniquely specify a solution as different solu-
tions are possible in different regions. If we invoke symme-
try properties at midwidth �at x=16� then

�1 = − ��g − c��x − 16� − cy + p ,

�2 = ��g − c��x − 16� − cy + p ,

�3 = − cy + p , �74�

is the most general solution if we restrict ourselves to linear
functions for the Ci. Taking c�0 gives a good match to the
observed eigenvalue solutions in the glassy region plotted as
thick transparent lines in the top left plot of Fig. 15. These
lines reasonably match our simulation data. Taking c=�g
gives the hydrostatic case �isotropic everywhere, weight sup-
ported by a pressure gradient� which would result in our
stress tensor having no shear stresses, a situation much closer
to that observed in the fluid where shear stresses are much
smaller than in the glassy region. If the fluid were perfectly
isotropic we could get linear combinations of eigenvectors
for degenerate eigenvalues. However, this isotropy is broken
in the y direction and so the eigenvectors in the fluid region
are not exactly those of Eq. �68� and the near degeneracy
leads to more noise, especially near the boundaries. As we
know the glassy region is supported by shear stress and the
liquid by a pressure gradient we can distinguish limiting
cases in our system but cannot determine c a priori.

A more recently proposed constitutive law for dense
granular flows �54� is that the effective viscosity

� = �P/�0.5�
v��
v�, �75�

where � is an internal friction coefficient. In our case, this
implies that

	xy = �2�P . �76�

In the dense glassy region of our system, we have established
that the thermal contribution to the stress tensor is negligible
so that Eq. �66� becomes

	
� � −
1

2
fc��1 + ���ṙ1 − ṙ2� · q̂��q̂ · ê
��q̂ · ê��

= ��q̂ · ê
��q̂ · ê��P , �77�

where we have used the relation P=− 1
3Tr 	
� and that

Tr��q̂ · ê
��q̂ · ê���1 as q̂ is a unit vector. Thus we see that
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Eq. �76� appears to comes out naturally as all components of
the stress tensor are proportional to P, as long as the thermal
contribution to the stress is negligible. Thus, the so-called
friction coefficient � is just the correlation in collision direc-
tions �q̂xq̂y in the microscopic picture. For simple shear
flows, Ref. �54� also found that the relation

� = �s + �2��̇,P� , �78�

worked well, where the first term �s is a constant and the
second term is a function of shear rate and pressure and
vanishes in the limit that �̇→0. The specific functional form
for �2 suggested by Ref. �54� is not a good fit to our obser-
vations in Sec. II F, in particular Eq. �47� and Figure 9�a�.
However, the form suggested by Ref. �54� was used for
grains with friction. Peyneau and Roux �31� found that their
simulations of homogeneously sheared frictionless grains
gave a slightly different form and was fit well by

	xy = ��s + c��xvy/�P�
�P �79�

with c a constant, and they found 
�0.39. A direct fit to this
expression for our data in the glassy region gives �s=0 and

=0.39 �again local measurement of 	xy, �xvy, and P along
points at different x going from the center of the column to
the wall, as in Figure 9�a��. Thus we have excellent agree-
ment for the exponent, but for their homogeneously sheared
system they found �s�0. Note that the pressure is effec-
tively independent of x, as should be evident from Eq. �74�
and the fact that P= ��1+�2+�3� /3. This and the fact that
our fit gives �s=0, leads us to see that Eq. �79� is equivalent
to the form, including the identical exponent, we fit in Sec.
II F, Eq. �47� with B=cP1−
/2. The result is shown in Fig. 16.
Comparing this figure to Fig. 9�a�, we see that the addition of
the local pressure dependence results in a much improved
collapse of the data onto a single curve. Adding a particle
mass density dependence to Eq. �79� as might be expected if
� were strictly a function of RI �see introduction� did not
improve the collapse.

It is important to note the different interpretation of the
constitutive relation Eq. �76� and the microscopic relation
Eq. �77� in the case where the strain rate vanishes. The con-
stitutive relation Eq. �76� is to be interpreted as: if 	xy / P
��s then �xvy =0. It does not say that 	xy =�sP in this case.

However, the microscopic stress relation Eq. �77� tells us that
	xy and P are still proportional in this case �	xy / P��s� but
��q̂ · ê
��q̂ · ê�� may, or may not, be constant.

Peyneau and Roux �31� also found a shear induced dila-
tion that they fit to

−1 = c
−1 + D��xvy/�P��, �80�

with D a constant and ��0.41. We find a similar dilation in
the glass going from the center of the chute �where the shear
rate is zero� to the wall, as shown in Fig. 17. Here all the
points are at a fixed height and each point is from a different
value of x at that height where the volume fraction and strain
rate are locally measured. However, we find an exponent of
��0.6. Considering Peyneau and Roux were using a homo-
geneous shearing and a Hertzian contact model whereas we
have the additional layering of grains in the shear zones near
the walls �due to the flat walls� and hard spheres, the agree-
ment is still reasonable. This suggests that the results we
have found are fairly robust to the details of the model.

III. CONCLUSION

In this paper we investigated constitutive relations in the
free-fall, fluid, and glassy states observed in our simulations
of granular matter. The pressure in all regions of the system
was well described by what would be expected of a elastic
hard sphere gas. However, the transport coefficients were
distinctly different from what one would expect from kinetic
theory. The viscosity and thermal conductivity increases with
decreasing temperature in the fluid state, apparently diverg-
ing in the T→0 limit. The thermal conductivity and dissipa-
tion were found in terms of the density, temperature and
average collision frequency. The collision frequency in all
sections was related to the pressure which is well described
in terms of density and temperature. We also explored the
static limit of the stresses in the glassy state and showed that
values for the stresses in this region are almost entirely de-
pendent on the collision directions. By providing closed ex-
pressions for the constitutive relations for the stresses, en-
ergy flux and dissipation, it is hoped that we have fulfilled
our objective to provide useful constitutive relations that
might be suitable for fully solving the stress tensor and the
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FIG. 16. �Color online� Shear stress 	xy scaled by pressure 	xx

raised to the 1−
 /2, with 
=0.39 for all of the data plotted in Fig.
9�a�. Again, each symbol is at a different x along a cross section
going from the wall into the center of the chute and lines connect
data at a common height �and pressure�.
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of the chute� using an asymptotic coefficient of restitution �0 of
0.97. Units are described in footnote �30�.
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energy flux in granular flows. However, as granular systems
are not in any sort of true equilibrium state further research is
necessary to determine if the relations that were found to
work well for our chute simulations can be easily applied to
other geometries.

Probably the most important aspect that has been ne-
glected is the rotational degrees of freedom of the grains.
The dissipation in these degrees of freedom from friction
during a collision would give an additional factor that may
give rise to anisotropic stresses that often accompany granu-
lar flow. While frictionless bead packs can have macroscopic

friction �31� the presence of microscopic static friction may
still change the macroscopic observables. This will be an
interesting point to investigate in future work.
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